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Abstract

This investigation discusses the question how an older generation should transfer to or share their own worldview with a younger generation. For various reasons this has become a problem today. One is the inability of some of the old guard to share their perspective on and way of life with the youth. Another factor is that the Christian youth of today is strongly influenced by contemporary cultural tendencies, often incompatible with a biblically based worldview. The question how a worldview should be transferred as well as how it should be received is of equal and crucial importance to ensure that an age-old, valuable tradition does not become the living worldview of the dead and the dead worldview of the living.

Therefore, answers to the following questions should be found: (1) What is the essence of such a worldview to be shared? (2) Why should it be shared? (3) How should it not be done? (4) What are the prerequisites for effective sharing? (5) What are the typical characteristics of the young receivers, the group today called Generation Y, Me or the Millennials (those born between about 1980-2000)? (6) How should this group of emerging adults receive such a heritage?

***
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The abstract above mentions the six questions to be answered by both the older and younger generation when they seriously try to share a Christian worldview. What follows is an attempt to provide answers to these problems.

1. What do we want to share?

The answer is an integral Christian worldview. It is taken for granted here that the adjective “Christian” refers to the Person every Christian intends to follow. In everything one thinks and does one has to reflect the image (words and deeds) of Jesus Christ, one’s Saviour but also one’s Model. His identity should determine that of a Christian. Here the focus will be on the meaning of the noun “worldview”.1

1.1 Multi-dimensional

According to a rationalistic viewpoint, a worldview will be something merely abstract, logical and theoretical. However, this viewpoint is no longer accepted.2 A genuine, biblically based worldview is not something merely of the head (orthodoxy), or of the hand (orthopraxis), or of the heart only (mysticism).

According to Van der Walt, (2008:6) a worldview is something human; the ideal is that one’s whole being should therefore be involved. A worldview should therefore be integral, comprehensive, including all the dimensions of life – it is a multi-dimensional, religiously directed cosmoscope. It includes, apart from the logical, also the emotional, historical, lingual, social (communal), economic, aesthetic, juridical, ethical and confessional (faith) aspects of being human. If we reduce it to any one of these, we have a one-sided, “thin” worldview.

An additional problem among the present generation is that through especially the electronic media it is exposed to and confronted with a variety of sometimes even conflicting worldviews. Therefore they tend to adhere to a mix of worldviews, to a pluralistic outlook (cf. 5.5 below) and consequently experience difficulty to integrate these different impulses from outside.

Perhaps one should distinguish between a worldview for, indicating the normative side of a worldview, and a worldview of, which refers to a personal appropriation and use of such a worldview within a changed context.

Two facets of a worldview are of special importance for this investigation, viz. the developmental and historical. The way a worldview is lived changes from one stage of a person’s lifespan to another and from one historical period to the next.
Since one’s Christian worldview will differ from one developmental level to another (during childhood, youth, adulthood, middle years and old age) it cannot in the first instance simply be “transferred” by an older person to a younger one or simply be “inherited” by a younger person or group. Secondly, since any worldview changes across historical time, different generations will have to respond to different cultural contexts to endorse a relevant, contemporary and living worldview.

Acknowledging these two facets of a worldview makes this process comprehensible and can foster better intergenerational communication. If not handled correctly it may also cause serious generation gaps and even conflicts.

1.2 Answers to a way of life

Following from the above, a worldview is not only a view of the world, but a way of life in the world. It not only tells one what is (the factual state of affairs), but also what ought to be done (the normative direction to be taken) in order to be able to walk the way.

For a worldview to be a way of life one continuously has to answer many vital questions like the following. What is real? Is there really a God or gods? Are there real guidelines for life or are they simply human constructions, figments? Where can I find a dependable light to guide me through this confusing and sometimes dark world? What can be the source of all the abnormalities, suffering and evil? Who am I really, what does it mean to be a human being? What should I be doing here; do I have a task, any responsibility? Where am I going, what will happen to me the day I die? What does my relationship to others imply? Should I try to change this world and, if so, how should it be done?

Bavinck (1981:111,112) wrote that in all these worldview questions the central question is: Who am I, a small, mortal speck in the midst of powerful realities with which I am confronted and with which my life is most intimately related? One’s answers to this question also decides one’s identity. He summarises these five realities as follows:

What am I against the norm, the strange phenomenon that has authority over me? What am I in my life that speeds on and on – a doer or a victim? What am I in the face of the remarkable feeling that overwhelms me sometimes, the feeling that everything must be changed and that things are not right as they are? What am I against that very mysterious background of existence, the divine powers?
Bavinck also wrote that the answers given to these existential questions are interconnected. And even the so-called non-religious person has to answer them not only in times of crises, but in the course of everyday life. (Cf. Bavinck 2013:145 ff.)

Even a Christian worldview will never be able to provide final answers to these deep questions. It can, nevertheless, equip one with worthwhile directions. And the answers to these fundamental worldview questions always have practical implications. The way we see life determines how we walk through life. If one’s answer to the first question above is that there is no God providing direction for life, one has to find it on one’s own as best as possible. The same will apply if (as the answer to question two) one does not recognise any revelation outside oneself. Moreover, if one’s answer to the fifth question is that one does not have a task and responsibility, why would one get out of bed every morning?

Summarised, a worldview contains both a descriptive or structural element of how the world – and oneself – looks or is, and a normative or directional side of how it ought to be. This last facet is evident from the following.

1.3 Based on religious commitment

Any worldview is based on deep religious convictions. Many of the characteristics which Walter (1979:10-11) ascribed to religion are therefore also applicable to a worldview. A worldview is something of ultimate concern. It provides its adherents with a validated place in the scheme of things, relates them to the rest of an ordered world. It injects meaning into one’s life, enabling one to endure suffering, evil and death. It integrates both the individual and society. In summary it provides an own identity and a home in the vast universe. In the rest of his book, Walter gives many examples of the homelessness of contemporary Western mankind. As will be seen (5.3 below), especially today’s younger generation is confronted by such homelessness or directionlessness.

1.4 A history of tradition

Every worldview has its own story or history. The Christian-reformational worldview is not a recent fad, a fly-by-night. This tradition originated in the fourth century AD, with Augustine (cf. Oden, 2007). It was revived in the sixteenth century Reformation and the Reveille during the 19th century with inter alia Groen van Prinsterer. Abraham Kuyper (cf. Heslam 1998) and Herman Bavinck (cf. Bavinck 1913) in the 20th century, elaborated upon this worldview. A Christian-reformational philosophy built on it was developed by Dirk Vollenhoven and Herman Dooyeweerd in the Netherlands and Henk Stoker in South Africa with many followers the world over.3
As worldview storytellers by nature, human beings have something to say. When you tell your story, you also want to be listened to. It is terrible either not to be heard or not to listen to someone when he speaks – both ways negate a basic human need. What we say and how we respond affect us deeply.

Does our older generation still speak, speak clearly and enthusiastically it’s Christian worldview? Or have they become a silent generation? Is their worldview story perhaps locked in scholarly journals? Is the younger generation willing to listen? Perhaps both groups have to learn to listen and listen to learn.

1.5 Neither conservative nor progressive should be the norm

Often a younger generation regards themselves as progressive, viewing the old guard as conservative traditionalists. The younger ones may say the older people, who think they possess the truth of a correct worldview, are the problem, the younger, progressive generation are the solution. Vice versa, older people like to remember the “good old times” and want to convince people to maintain the past as far as possible against an orientation toward the future. (According to the General Difference Chart mentioned in footnote 8, I would according to my age be regarded a traditionalist!)

According to Vollenhoven (2005:11,12) choice between conservative and progressive should be viewed as a false dilemma by Christians. It is not only an irony that during the course of time a position, initially taken to be progressive, will appear to be rather conservative. The problem is that the opposition “conservative versus progressive” does not provide a sound criterion for determining what is good and what is evil in either past or present.

Keller (2008:51) agrees:

The gospel of Jesus is not… conservatism or liberalism. Nor is it something halfway along a spectrum between two poles – it is something else altogether.

Also in the case of worldviews one should apply the norms of the gospel, above and outside the conservative and progressive dilemma, to judge both of them.

1.6 A Christian worldview is fallible and should continuously be renewed

A Christian worldview tradition is not immune against all kinds of derailments. It can and has often deteriorated into a mere intellectual system, a totalitarian, oppressive ideology; it can be misused for the influence and power of a specific group; it can lose biblical inspiration and even replace one’s relationship with God.
No one has the right to attach to his worldview the qualification “Christian” if, in even the smallest degree, it contains elements of disregarding God’s command to love Himself, our fellow humans and the rest of His creation.

Therefore, since we are sinful humans, a worldview story cannot always be retold in the same way. A genuine reformational worldview itself has to be reformed continuously. Never swear by the words of a human being! Every generation of Christians have to discern anew between what is good, less good and even wrong.

In this regard the age-old dualism of secular-sacred should be rejected. According to such a two-realm theory of nature-supernature the natural sphere is depreciated, even regarded as sinful, while the supernatural domain (of grace) is viewed as inherently good and therefore over-emphasised.

Wolters (2005) wants this dualistic worldview to be replaced by an integral biblical one which distinguishes between structure and direction. He writes:

The Bible simply accepts, as a point of departure, that every creature of God is [structurally] good, and that sin and salvation are matters of opposing direction, not of evil and good sectors of the created order. All aspects of created life and reality are in principle equally good, and all are in principle equally subject to perversion and renewal. (Wolters, 1981:10-11; For detail cf. Wolters, 2005.)

In spite of all these reservations a Christian worldview is indispensable for a full and active Christian life. “Can there be anything worse than losing your eyesight?”, a blind Christian asked. “Yes, losing your vision”, St. Anthony replied.

Now a second question has to be answered:

2. Why should a worldview be shared?

Older people naturally believe that they have to share their vast wisdom with their descendants. However, there are at least four principal reasons for doing so.

2.1 Four basic reasons

Firstly, a Christian worldview should be regarded as a gift. No one owns it; its basics are given by God in his revelation. Therefore, one has an obligation to share it with everyone. In Deuteronomy 6 verses 5 to 9, God reminds his people of this task, as well as in Psalm 78 verses 1-7, where it is accepted as a duty.
Secondly, the Christian worldview is a prophetic worldview. God’s Word requires that Christians are not only to serve Him in the offices of priests and kings, but also as prophets. They have to be professors, proclaimers, witnesses.

Thirdly, sharing should be done out of love for the receivers. In addition, when you share, you do not part with what you give, you possess it in a deeper and richer way yourself.

A fourth reason is the inseparability of past, present and future. History takes us all forward in its movement. Whether we like it or not, we carry the past with us. Even if we take leave of the past, it keeps speaking to us. No one starts life with a clean slate. Often children and the youth are the report cards about their parents and teachers. And a human being becomes really mature and independent and see his own possibilities for the future distinctly when he discovers how much he has received from his parents – in particular on the points where he differs from their view and way of life (cf. Van der Hoeven 1980:13).

Christians therefore have a responsibility regarding those who preceded them. If today they live correctly, they can provide sense to the sacrifices and even suffering of their predecessors on their behalf. Or they can correct what their ancestry have done wrongly. At the same time, old and young are co-creators of the future. The worth of their lives will depend on the quality of their heritage to future generations.

2.2 Younger Christians today badly need a Christian worldview

Apart from these basic reasons, one has to share one’s Christian perspective on life, since the younger generation need it. Their numbers are also increasing rapidly. Estimates indicate that at about 2030 the percentage of younger people as part of the entire South African population will be the highest in the world.

Firstly, they are in need of a worldview because of the specific stage of life. If it is not shared with them during their emerging adulthood, it will be very difficult or even impossible to try to do so later.

Secondly, the present cultural and educational confusion demands our sharing. Bonzo & Stevens (2009:65) explains:

Students inhabit a phantasmagoria theatre of frantic media images, raw emotion, and powerful appeals that undermine the self to make the sale. In most cases their education at home has provided them with few moral concepts, let alone critical apparatus to respond to this video arcade of the soul…
Therefore a Christian worldview is needed:

A worldview grants students a life-saving capacity to respond sensibly to the commercially funded circus they encounter every day with its incessant in-your-face sexual posturing, its lures and lies, and its lunatic substituting of careless intimacy for love and shameless self-exposure for emotional authenticity… To talk about worldview in the classroom... that takes students’ lived experience seriously, can be to create an oasis in a desperate, bewildering desert.

Garber (1996:66) agrees:

The opportunity to talk about their worldviews… has for many graduates… been perhaps the most powerful, informative and life-shaping educational memory that they have taken away with them into what is referred to as the real world.

Most of the “producers” and “products” of education today do not raise why questions but merely how one should do something. Neither do they ask according to what norms it should be done or see work as a calling. Students will say: Teach me marketable skills, how to become a moneymaking machine. Give me only the facts, tools and techniques – all the rest is irrelevant. Such an attitude can only lead to an empty, meaningless life.

Thirdly, our secular age is not religiously empty at all. We live in a polytheistic age, abounding with all kinds of new idols. Young people can easily be captivated by their seductive, misleading powers.4

The next (third) question to be answered is:

3. How should a worldview not be shared?

This research is limited to the sharing of a Christian worldview to Christians among the younger ones. (How to reach the many unconverted is a different issue.) The approach will firstly be to contrast how one should not share with how it should be done correctly. The how not? or pitfalls can best be explained by way of the following metaphors, a tyrant, a merchant, and a midwife (cf. Volf 2011:106-108).

3.1 Not as a tyrant or demagogue

He who really wants to share should not be a tyrant who prescribes or imposes anything – especially not a worldview – on someone else. A worldview will not get footing in a younger person’s life by forcing or manipulating him/her to embrace it.
The giver has to respect the receiver and the limits of what s/he is able and willing to accept.

God places a Christian worldview in our hands to be used out of love for God and the well-being of our fellow humans and the rest of creation. Because of our sinfulness, we are often inclined to see this power as a power under our control. Then it deteriorates into coercive power, an ideology, not a power derived from God’s revelation and his Spirit to empower, to bring healing and direction in others’ lives.5

This implies that one cannot grab an emerging adult by the scuff of his neck and compel him/her to accept and live in accordance with one’s own worldview. Only as a guide – a humble servant – and with gentleness you may nudge someone in a direction.

3.2 Not as a merchant or salesman

To witness to and guide towards a Christian worldview, one should never act like one who sells a commodity to be bought. However, this is exactly what is occurring today in secular, commercialised tertiary education the world over. Lecturers are regarded as “producers” and “sellers” of knowledge while students are called their “clients”. The “buyers” may purchase by picking as much or as little as they want to satisfy their existing desires, e.g. only to get a diploma/degree and then a well-paying job. A worldview is betrayed when it is sold – it is a free gift to be shared freely.

3.3 Not as a gadfly or midwife

The ancient Greek philosopher, Socrates, thought that the way to approach his students was to question them – as a gadfly bites a horse – to get them thinking. His other image, that of a midwife, supposed that the appropriate knowledge to act was already hidden in his students, it was something already present in themselves of which he only had to remind them again.

However, many young people nowadays do not really know the content of God’s revelation and the basics of a Christian worldview which would enable them to reshape it and render it relevant to new challenges. Personal experience with students also indicates that they do not know reliable authors and books on an integral Christian worldview tradition.
Most of the above three approaches will fail because they want to hand over a worldview from the outside, to prescribe or even dictate it. This goes in against the very nature of a view and way of life. It has to be freely chosen, tested for its trustworthiness and value in real life to be accepted.

For older people to accept this fact requires courage, it asks for the recognition of the fact that what they held to be good can actually be wrong or improved, what is immutable in their worldview can be changed. Therefore, the image of a mentor will be more appropriate.

3.5 Mentoring as a key to sharing

On the Internet, one can find much information on what makes a good mentor. A mentor is described as an advisor, counsellor, guide, tutor and teacher who is knowledgeable and holds vast experience, who is open to share his experience in order to advance the growth of a younger person. A mentor should have the following qualities, caring, willing to spend time, patient, trustworthy, an active listener, inspirational, able to give practical advice and sensitive to people’s feelings.

Applied to the transfer of a worldview, younger people have to see a mentor’s worldview becoming flesh and blood in him/herself. They must experience that they can trust him and that it is possible and worthwhile to shape their own lives according to a similar perspective on life.

3.5.1 A key to intergenerational communication

Van Belle (2012:48 ff.), a Christian psychologist, is only one of many who sees mentoring as a key to intergenerational communication. It should happen in mutual respect, since the generations need one another and have to complement each other. Children cannot grow up unless parents nurture them. But the opposite is also true: Parents cannot be parents unless they have children and adolescents to raise. Van Belle defines a mentoring relationship as follows:

A mentorship relationship is one which provides company for emerging adults, which shows respect and caring towards them, and which supports, challenges and inspires them in the context of on-going dialogue with them. (Van Belle 2012:49).

Important is, furthermore, that mentorship should not be confined to individuals. What is needed is a mentoring community to support a younger generation. They need the security of a place where they really belong, where they feel at home (cf. 6.4 below).
3.5.2 Reverse mentoring

Van Belle also emphasises that mentoring is not a one-way process where influence only flows in one direction, from the older to the younger. There should be reverse mentoring, older adults also being mentored by emerging adults.

The younger person to whom one wants to transfer one’s Christian worldview should not remain a passive receiver but also become a giver. Older people will really respect the young by seeing themselves as receivers too, to allow younger ones to enrich and reshape their own, often outdated worldviews.

A Christian mentor has to guide his pupil/student/mentee to a specific goal, in this case to the acceptance of a Christian worldview necessary for an own identity. He has to unfold God’s entire creation for the receiver, enabling him/her to live in the world according to God’s sovereign will for every aspect of her/his life. (Cf. Fowler et al., 1990:157-161.)

3.5.3 Difficult to achieve today

During the writer’s student years, he was not satisfied with “mere Christianity”, a thin, underdeveloped Christian worldview. He was blessed, however, with many excellent worldview mentors. (It was still possible since his academic mentors were committed to a Christian worldview and the total student population at the Potchefstroom University for Christian Higher Education was only about 1500.) He can therefore imagine that a university which today has to cater for about 60,000 students without the personal contact and influence of Christian mentoring lecturers and professors can be an arctic winter, a place of specialists, often inspired by non- and even anti-Christian spirits. However, if Christian lecturers are serious about their worldview, mentoring should not be regarded as idealistic.

The fourth main issue to be answered is:

4. What are the prerequisites for effectively sharing a worldview with a younger generation?

At the beginning attention was asked to two basic aspects of a worldview, viz. the developmental and the historical. The first refers to how most young people are “structured”, what they look like and how they behave during their specific stage of development. One may call this the typical and more or less constant feature in every generation. The second is how the direction of life of the young differs from that of
previous generations because it is influenced by the values or norms of a new cultural current. The first will now be treated briefly, the second in more detail.

4.1 Knowledge about the stages of life

How does one’s religion-based worldview develops through the different seasons of life from early childhood, through adolescence, to emerging and mature adulthood and finally to old age? A great volume of literature answering this important question is available today.6

Worldview formation during an earlier stage, starting from about 13 and especially during adolescence, is usually turbulent and characterised as seeking which has to end in an owned worldview and own identity from about 20 to 30 years (Cf. Olthuis, 1986:36-39). Adolescents usually experiment with all sorts of life options, directions or worldviews. Once they have made their choice, their lives become more stable; they have acquired an own identity. If this development does not occur then, serious implications may follow during the later stages of life.

It should again be emphasised that the older generation of parents, teachers, mentors, lecturers, and ministers can influence this development but cannot determine it. The Holy Spirit alone can achieve such a wonder. Older peoples’ responsibility is limited to the activation, disclosure and deepening of the young person’s religious commitment and worldview.

There are different practical ways of achieving this, for instance by reading and studying together God’s Word, also by praying together, commemorating together important religious events, doing acts of faith together and talking and listening to each other.7

4.2 Knowledge about generational differences

The second requirement for worldview transfer is now treated in more detail.

4.2.1 Emerging adults

Today’s younger generation (approximately from 18-30 years) are called “emerging adults”. It is a new stage identified in between the older distinction between adolescence and adulthood. This was done since new research indicated that today it takes much longer than in the case of previous generations to become a mature adult. In today’s new cultural environment with its numerous choices offered, young women and men are more likely to continue their spiritual quest, their search for an own
worldview and own identity for another decade up to even about thirty before they (perhaps) get married, start a family and settle into an adult life style.

As a result of different cultural-historical circumstances during these formative years, scholars from different disciplines have researched and divided Western populations (according to date of birth) in about five different generations or cohorts, and applied their results in business, medical care, education etc. They are: (1) the Veterans (born between 1922 to 1943), (2) the Baby Boomers (born from 1943-1960), (3) Generation X (1960-1980), (4) Generation Y, Generation Me or the Millennials (1980-2000), (5) the present Generation Z (born after the year 2000), also called the i-Generation.

4.2.2 Generation Y, Me or Millennials

This article will not debate the validity of these distinctions but treat (4) and (5) as one group, calling them Generation Me. Many academics have already researched them in order to pinpoint their similarities but especially their differences and discontinuity with the preceding four generations.

For this reconnaissance the writer, after consulting part of the growing literature, mainly focused on the book of one author, Jean Twenge’s Generation Me (2006) as well as some of her subsequent articles and critical reviews of her work.

Firstly, Twenge combines Gen. Y and Z in one group, called Gen. Me. Secondly, she does not only offer critique but also indicates the positive traits of this generation. Thirdly, she dares to challenge other more optimistic portrayals of Gen. Me. According to her this generation reveals the increasing individualism (already predicted by e.g. Lasch, 1979) of the American youth which can clearly be detected in their unfounded extreme self-focus, -esteem, -congratulation, entitlement and feeling good about themselves. Paradoxically they simultaneously, because of too high expectations about themselves, experience more anxiety and depression. Fourthly, Twenge was chosen as a guide since her research is based on research data provided by Gen. Me Americans themselves. Subsequent research in countries outside the US also confirmed most of her results.

4.2.3 Two questions

First two questions. The first is whether one may apply the findings of the research conducted mainly in Western contexts like North America to one’s own situation in South Africa.
On the one hand it may be done because young South Africans also live in an increasingly globalising world, strongly influenced by Western and especially American capitalist consumer culture. This is evident from the research done on middle class white youth of the three Reformed denominations in South Africa (cf. Nel & Van der Westhuizen 2015). On the other hand one should be careful to generalise since not much information is available about the black youth of today (some information is provided by Qunta 2016).

The second question is about the danger of stereotyping in such an approach, leading to hasty conclusions and myths about vast differences between generations who all share the same human nature and are influenced by the same contemporary culture. Scholarly research tries to identify general trends among groups which would not necessarily apply to individual persons, often exceptions to the rule.

One may, for example, ask whether the digital addiction to Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, MySpace, etcetera is only typical today of the latest iGeneration, profoundly shaped by internet, iphone, ipad, etc. (cf. 5.4 below). Is it not in different degrees common throughout all generations and therefore does not say much about generational differences, but rather about the power of these technological gadgets?

Snyman (2013:67-79) wrote the following parody on 1 Corinthians 13 from which a few (translated) sentences follow:

If I speak in the tongues of men and angels, but I don’t have a cell phone, I am nothing… Facebook is patient, Facebook is kind, it does not boast, it is not proud… With Facebook and iPhone, I can keep record of wrongs and delight in evil… I believe everything on BlackBerry… it never fails. With iPod and iPhone, I know fully… All that is left for me now is to wait and hope for new information…

The tendency today in the electronic media is to package everything in attractive but easily digestible bits and pieces for consumption. Young people design their life perspective by cutting, pasting and mixing these “nuggets”. Keeping this in mind, it may be advisable to share the Christian worldview not by presenting it as a system (not popular among the postmodern Gen. Me), but rather start with the problems in these “nuggets”, and from them gradually move to the answers provided by a broader worldview perspective.

However, it is difficult to decide which characteristics of Generation Me will foster and which will hamper worldview transfer. The same characteristic may in one sense render the receiving generation more receptive, while in another sense it may be an obstacle. Their pluralistic outlook, for example, may be regarded as both positive (as openness to a Christian worldview) and negative (in favour of relativism). Instead of
distinguishing between promoting and hampering traits, we now give a few typical traits which may be of either positive or negative significance (cf. footnote 8 and Van Belle 2012:104 for complete lists of Gen. Me’s characteristics.)

5. What are some of the typical characteristics of Generation Me?11

The following list is not nearly exhaustive, just a few examples. Some characteristics will also be explained in more detail, while others will only be listed. As will become evident, these characteristics are also closely related to one another.12 Lastly, if the following description sometimes tends to be negatively biased, it can be explained by the age of the present writer.

5.1 Individualism

The following authors from the past and present already support Twenge’s (2006) subsequent analysis. Walter (1979:60) wrote that individualism is perhaps the most influential idea in Western thinking. It entails the worship of the so-called independent and free individual as an ultimate value, and the happiness of the individual as the sole aim of life. Not only is the meaning of life to be found by the individual, it can only be found within the self (p. 181). Previously meaning and identity was given by society, today it is chosen by the autonomous individual.

Lyon (2001:32) distinguished between two types of contemporary individualism. On the one hand expressive individualism, in which the self is central and where needs are met through experience, especially bodily ones. On the other hand acquisitive individualism, in which consuming is central, choice is paramount. (Cf. also Conradie 2010.) Both types are discernible in Generation Me.

These kinds of individualism lead to what is called a “plastic self”. Selfhood becomes a postmodern project:

For some… the self is the outcome of consumer choices in which symbols such as brand names and merchandising logo’s feature strongly. For others, the self is part of therapeutic regimes or a quest for intimacy. For cybernauts, the self is construed as the digital personae developed within electronic communication. Either way, identity is not so much given – by family name or the image of God – or ascribed, as produced, the result of a continuing process of discovery. (Lyon 2001:69).

According to a Christian worldview, however, the individual person is not unimportant but should not become the supreme norm ( cf. Mouw 1988:63).

Keller (2008:35, 36) gives a similar description of contemporary individualism:
… individuals must be free to pursue their own goals and self-actualization regardless of custom and convention. In this view the world would be a far better place if tradition, prejudice, hierarchical authority and other barriers to personal freedom were weakened or removed… I am the only one who can decide what is right or wrong for me. I am going to live as I want to live and find my true self and happiness that way.

It may be that precisely because of their individualist hearts that Gen. Me’s are at the same time longing for fellowship. Otherwise it would be difficult to understand the Generational Differences Chart (cf. footnote 8) which indicates that they are both independent and self-absorbed as well as sociable and group-oriented.

5.2 Emphasis on the present

Another characteristic of contemporary young people is their view of time (cf. e.g. Lyon 2001:120 ff.). Time (divided into past, present and future) is telescoped or compressed into the present, the instant, and the now. One may call it an extended present.

Note the implications: If the present devours the future, responsibility dwindles. And when the present devours the past, tradition will be negligible. Such an idea of “timeless time” can also result in people having no real time for others. Life-long relationships, like marriages, may be equally dubious. The episodic, the fleeting, the uncertain then characterise social life in more and more spheres.

5.3 Homelessness

Van Belle (2012:10-12) views the main characteristic of Gen. Me’s as their in between or homeless nature, the fact that they are still looking – with much uncertainty – for an own identity. They are constantly going somewhere, but without the certainty that they will ever arrive. For them the old worldview forms rattle but the new delay to appear. They were born too late for the old and too early for the new.

This may, by the way, explain why many young people between their teens and twenties are today recruited by ISIS for acts of violence. They do not necessarily suffer from mental illness, brainwashing, political propaganda or negative social conditions like oppression and poverty. Many of these suicide bombers are normal youngsters from middle class Western families. And few of those over thirty are recruited by ISIS and other radical Islamic groups. Not to be sure about the direction of one’s life and one’s own identity in today’s multireligious, multicultural world can be unbearable for emerging adults, while these Islamic factions demand total, unthinking loyalty, no questions asked. They pressurise young men and women to
make a choice right now, offer them an easy way to certainty – there is only one way to believe and behave.

5.4 Strongly influenced by information technology

Most authors agree that Gen. Me is highly involved in and influenced by information technology, continuously surfing the net for quick information. Rather than reading books, they skim and scan quick information, opt for virtual communication, spending much time on social networking.

What Toffler (1980) predicted in the eighties became a reality today. After the agricultural and industrial revolution, we have entered an information revolution. Lyon (1990:195) wrote a decade later that especially the young are not only daily involved in the digital world, but contemporary information technology is redefining their image of being human.

Since the digital world is not bias-free, it plays a central role in how people see themselves and the world around them. The priorities of those in charge of all kinds of media enable them to filter out information and portray life according to their own version. Decades ago already Walter (1979:141) warned that the notion of unbiased information is perhaps more dangerous than the censorship and conscious propaganda of totalitarian states. In such states the populace may at least realise that what they are getting is selective propaganda, and that there are alternative definitions of being human and of reality, even if they are not allowed to be mentioned.

At the same time today’s digital world includes many advantages. One should, therefore, be careful not to portray a one-sided, negative view of contemporary media. Van der Stoep (2011) provides a balanced evaluation13.

5.5 A pluralistic outlook

Gen. Me is pluralistic in outlook, open for value diversity, interaction and inclusion, in favour of dialogue and tolerance. Lyon (2001:94) again puts it succinctly, “Belief is demoted, experience promoted, divisive doctrine diminished, a unifying stress on spirituality magnified… self religion is central.”

Elsewhere Lyon calls this an a la carte religion and worldview. And Taylor (2008:29) writes that spirituality is the religion of our postsecular times. Both Lyon (2001:9) and, in greater detail Taylor (2008) further describes this new kind of religion as a commodified or commercialised worldview in which entertainment and feeling good rather than obedience is important. Clearly Gen. Me is post-modern to the core.14
During the last three decades the phenomenon called (new)”spirituality” was propagated from various perspectives in a flood of publications. It ranges from Christian to revived pagan spirituality, ties in with already mentioned characteristics of the contemporary youth, strongly influence them today and needs to be carefully evaluated from a Christian perspective as in Van der Stoep et al. (2007).

5.6 Distrustful

The latest generations distrust systems, authority, power, institutions and inflexible hierarchical organisations. They prefer personal expression, authenticity and personal experience. At the same time – in spite of their age – they respect strong ethical leaders, understand the importance of great mentors and expect their bosses to mentor them in the attainment of their goals.

5.7 Achievement-oriented

According to Burke & Cooper (2012:127) while they are achievement-oriented, emphasising material rewards, and prefer meaningful work, they are not willing to work hard for the rewards they desire. This ties in with today’s consumer-directed capitalist economy, which creates not only a culture of desire, but also a new image of being human. From a Christian perspective Bell (2012:93-122) questions this contemporary economistic view of what it means to be human.

5.8 High expectations

A last feature is that young people like to try new things, are willing to change their minds, believe everything is up for grabs, and have perhaps too high expectations about themselves and their future.

The last question to be answered is:

6. How should a worldview tradition be received by a younger generation?

Even with the amount of the knowledge we today have about Gen. Me, it will still be difficult to predict how they may receive an integral Christian-reformational worldview to guide their way of life. The following remarks are focused on how it should happen.
The following two characteristics of a tradition should be kept in mind. On the one hand, the young representative within a tradition looks at the past; he orients himself to a certain previous authority or source of inspiration. On the other hand, he lives in the present and looks at the future.

There are at least four ways in which a tradition should be received (cf. also Wolterstorff 1987).

6.1 Openness

Firstly, every new generation of Christians should be open-minded to an older tradition as a gift. The ideal is – even for someone who has eventually discarded a tradition to improve on the failures of the past – that the existing worldview should serve as a starting-point.

6.2 Critique of the old

The second step is critique, sympathetic critique but critique nevertheless. Critical questions like the following should be asked. Does this worldview offer a valid interpretation of the world of today? Does the inherited worldview open the possibility of an authentic way of life and of an own identity? Does it provide meaning?

Such critique is necessary for two reasons. In the first place, even the shaping of a Christian worldview will always remain unfinished business. As said previously the Biblical demand is continuous reformation.

The second reason is that history, especially in the contemporary dynamic, ever-changing environment, is moving on. Vollenhoven (2005b:153-156) has indicated how, during Western cultural history, new normative currents continuously appeared, outdating previous ones. The implication is that every new generation of Christians has the task to apply God’s central command of love in new, relevant ways in the different domains of life. If this is not done, Christians are simply lazy traditionalists, escaping their responsibility.

Perhaps the following warning of Christ not only applies to a new birth at conversion, but may also be applied in the present context:

He warned:

No one tears a patch from a new garment and sews it on an old one. If he does, he will have torn the new garment, and the patch from the new will not match the old.
And no one pours new wine into old wineskins. If he does, the new wine will burst the skins, the wine will run out and the wineskins will be ruined.

No, new wine must be poured into new wineskins (Luke 5:36-38).

One cannot drive forward safely without watching in one’s small rear view mirror what is behind one – the past is important. But your much larger windshield to look ahead is more important. Christ admonishes: “No one who puts his hand to the plough and looks back is fit for service in the kingdom of God” (Luke 9:62).

6.3 Creative reinterpretation and reshaping

Adolescents and emerging adults start with how little or how much they have learned from their parents, peers and other mentors. It may be called their preliminary or thetic position or worldview. From this point of departure they will (against the contemporary cultural-historical context) in a critical way test the viability and meaningfulness of what they have inherited. Such a thetical-critical approach will have a double profit. On the one hand it may reinforce their preliminary worldview position, while on the other hand it provides a justifiable rejection of what is inconsistent with it in their new cultural context.

6.4 A supportive community

At the beginning it was mentioned that a worldview is usually developed within a community, it is social in character. Emerging Christian adults will therefore not be able to take these three important steps on their own or individually:

The influence of ideas has to be there, but the application is very hard to work out by yourself… so you work it out within a group (Graber 1996:149).

Elsewhere Garber writes,

Community is the context for the growth of conviction and character. What we believe about life and the world becomes plausible as we see it lived out all around us… we discover who we are – and who we are meant to be – face to face and side by side with others in work, love and learning. (Garber 1996:146-147.)

Such a wider worldview community should include the older generation. They should trust the younger ones to do better than they themselves could.

6.5 A final word
To succeed as sharers and receivers the following should never be forgotten. All of us are God’s fellow workers (1 Corinthians 3 verse 9). God works in the old and in the young; He works with and through both generations – sometimes in spite of one or both of them.

But in the final analysis the old and young can neither give nor receive without the Holy Spirit. Only He can open eyes and provide growth. Without God’s blessing all initiatives will not have the desired results. However, his work never cancels our human responsibility.

7. Conclusion

First a brief summary and then a reminder.

7.1 Summary

Because of the general cultural environment as well as the needs of a large generation of emerging adults this reconnaissance indicated the urgent need for a genuine, integral Christian worldview. It was indicated how such a precious liberating view could be shared with a younger generation as well as how it should be received.

7.2 A reminder

Different generations of Christians have to witness to each other, not merely for the sake of themselves, but to be able to obey Jesus Christ’s last command, “… You will be My witnesses… to the ends of the earth” (Acts 1:8b.) His instruction should not be limited to sharing the Good News in mission and evangelisation. It also includes the responsibility of sharing a Christian worldview with one’s grandchildren, pupils and students. To fulfil this high and today often difficult calling Christ’s promise still holds, “All authority in heaven and earth has been given to me… And surely I will be with you always, to the very end of the age” (Matthew 28:20b).
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